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Abstract

topics being taught and motivated their interest in the
module. In addition, they found the competitiveness
of the game interesting, fun and enjoyable.

Students taking the Diploma in International
Logistics & Supply Chain Management (ILSCM)
course at Ngee Ann Polytechnic, Singapore, face the
challenge of understanding and visualising
commercial and operational concepts in the
classroom because they lack industry and corporate
experience to make sense of the various aspects of the
logistics and supply chain industry. Bridging this gap,
which is exacerbated by the prevalent use of
specialised and complex vehicles, equipment, systems
and business processes, is important in order for
students to fully grasp the key learning points in the
classroom.
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Introduction
With the widespread availability of smart devices and
information, which are rich in interactivity and special
effects, today’s students are finding school to be
uninteresting and unengaging (Prensky, 2005; Taylor,
2010).
Similarly, many students at Ngee Ann
Polytechnic (NP), aged between 17 – 20 years old, own
smart devices which give them easy and instant access to
the worldwide web to search for information. Hence,
educators are no longer seen as the authority to impart
knowledge to students in a controlled classroom
environment. This makes traditional classroom lessons
seem arduous and ineffective and it challenges educators
to find ways to engage and motivate students to learn
(Lee & Hammer, 2011 as cited in Dicheva, Dichev, Agre
& Angelova, 2015). Educational games show potential
of overcoming this challenge with its ability to teach
knowledge and skills, to motivate and engage learners
(Dicheva et al., 2015), and to support learning and
cognitive development (Plass, Homer & Kinzer, 2015).

To make learning relevant and purposeful for the
ILSCM students, the teaching team conceptualised
and designed the Shipping Company Game for the
ILSCM course to teach the liner shipping business
through a simulated competition amongst shipping
lines vying to transport cargo for shippers/consignees.
This game is incorporated into the second year
module, Maritime Management (MM), and is played
in groups where students take on different functional
roles to learn about shipper/cargo pre-requisites,
business and operations processes and limitations,
and collaboration between different business
functions in a shipping line.

Students enrolled in the International Logistics and
Supply Chain Management (ILSCM) course at the
School of Business and Accountancy (BA) at NP spend
three years learning and equipping themselves in
international logistics and supply chain management
knowledge and skills in modules, such as maritime and
aviation management, warehousing, distribution,
transportation, and many more. In addition to specialised
modules in international logistics and supply chain
management, the ILSCM students also learn economics,
accounting, marketing and business communication,
giving them a broad-based and comprehensive education.

In the process of playing the game, students must
apply their domain knowledge, such as freight, sailing
schedule and fleet planning to vie for business. At the
same time, students also develop 21st Century (21C)
competencies such as communication, collaboration,
analytical and critical thinking, and decision-making
while planning their actions for their group to win the
game. The Shipping Company Game provides
authentic learning by allowing students to experience
the workings of the liner shipping industry, which is
beyond the coverage of the textbook.

In Year 2, the ILSCM students study a module,
Maritime
Management
(MM),
which covers
transportation of cargo by sea. One of the learning
objectives in MM is to allow students to gain insights into
the commercial and operational aspects of liner shipping

In a survey conducted on the ILSCM students, 98%
of them strongly agreed or agreed that the game had
positive learning value. The game stretched their
thinking, allowed them to better understand the
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business. However, the ILSCM students face the
challenge of understanding and visualising commercial
and operational concepts in the classroom because they
lack industry and corporate exposure and experience.
Current teaching practices in logistics and supply chain
education are still based on traditional methods of
lecturing, textbook, videos and anecdotal stories (Holt,
Mackay & Smith, 2003; Wood & Reefke, 2010 as cited
in Wood & Reiners, 2012). This didactic approach may
not adequately prepare students for professional work
(Holt et al., 2003) as most employers agree that students
require greater relevance and authenticity in their
learning (Lombardi, 2007).

training or work placement in an actual working
environment (Wood & Reiners, 2012; Wood et al., 2013).
Literature has shown that games provide realistic
learning scenarios that would motivate students to
participate in the learning process and Dicheva et al.
(2015) noted that motivation in education is a
fundamental and core issue because it directs, energises
and sustains a student’s behavior towards his/her
learning. Motivation also directs a students’ focus to
achieving certain goals that they set for themselves.
Games that include elements of challenge and curiosity
are intrinsically motivating for players (Dondlinger, 2007
as cited in Plass et al., 2015). Well-designed games used
for learning can improve students’ attention span
(Brunder, 2015) and motivate students to put in greater
effort (Barlow & Fleming, 2016) because they find the
learning through games exciting, interesting and
engaging (Plass, et al., 2015). Kanthan and Senger (2011
as cited in Kim, 2015) also found that the use of games
has a greater positive impact on the academic
performance outcomes for students with lower
performing ability. The BBC, when asked to develop a
digital curriculum, had proposed a game-based approach
in delivering most parts of the content in order to engage
students (Prensky, 2005).

This paper discusses how the teaching team has
redesigned some topics in the MM module using a
different pedagogy to engage the students in their
learning. Game-based learning is adopted to teach liner
shipping business through the Shipping Company Game.
It is a simulated competition amongst shipping lines
vying to transport cargo for shippers/consignees. The
effectiveness of using the Shipping Company Game to
learn the liner shipping business will also be discussed in
this paper.
Literature Review
Barrows and Tamblyn (1980 as cited in Ebner &
Holzinger, 2007) defined game-based learning to be
similar to problem-based learning (PBL) wherein certain
problem scenarios are presented within a play framework
as compared to the typical group-discussion-and-sharingof-learning experience of PBL (Hung, Jonassen & Li,
2008; Loyens, Kirscher & Paas, 2011). Games have the
ability to offer meaningful and relevant context which
mirror real life, and provide repeated opportunities to
practise skills and apply knowledge, hence making it an
ideal learning tool for modules in the ILSCM course. By
introducing artificial conflict, rules of play and game
mechanics into the classroom environment, lessons can
be redesigned into game-based learning, which are fun
and authentic (Plass et al., 2015). Games, having lower
consequences for failure, will also encourage students to
experiment, take risk and explore in their learning
(Hoffman & Nadelson, 2010 as cited in Plass, Homer &
Kinzer, 2015).

The Shipping Company Game Design
The Shipping Company Game is a role-playing game,
which groups students into four or five different
competing liner shipping companies. Each group
represents one company and each member in the group is
assigned a functional role, such as sales, operations and
finance. In their individual roles and as a company, the
students strategise for their business (including buying
vessels of appropriate capacity, planning shipping routes
and schedules, competing to transport limited quantity of
cargo based on the pre-planned shipping routes and
schedules, and assessing clients’ transportation
requirements and their own business processes and
limitations) with the aim of maximising profit for the
company by operating ships to carry cargo in return for
freight.
The strategies, tactics and actions by the students will
shape the in-game business environment. There is no one
fixed method or approach for the students to win the
game. Bruder (2015) pointed out that having more than
one way to win, combining realism and fun, and
requiring participation and interaction from the players
are elements which make a good game. To make the
unavoidable repetitive nature of games exciting, Kim
(2015) suggested introduction of game mechanics such
as profit and countdown. Both game mechanics exist in
the Shipping Company Game.

Providing authentic learning is important in the field
of logistics and supply chain management because many
of the jobs in the industry require employees to handle
specialised and complex vehicles, equipment, systems
and business processes. Authentic learning can be
considered to have taken place if the learning context
requires students to think, solve problems and deliver
required outcomes as they would in real-life situations
(Wood, Teräs, Reiners & Gregory, 2013). The Shipping
Company Game attempts to provide this by simulating a
competitive liner shipping market, providing insights
into the abstract operations and functions in the field of
logistics and supply chain management without exposing
learners to real harm, risking real damage to expensive
equipment, or incurring high costs involved in practical

This game simulates the real-world liner shipping
industry by allowing students to experience how to
manage a liner shipping company through the various
functional roles assigned to them, compete for limited
cargo to be transported and manage the bottom-lines for
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business viability. The game aims to provide the students
with:
• an insight into the roles and responsibilities of the
various departments in a liner shipping company;
• an insight into the different costs involved between
tramp and liner shipping; and
• an environment to role-play as a provider of liner
shipping services to “real-world” clients and be
engaged in business competition, just like how realworld liner shipping companies operate.

Company Game reflects the real world situation in which
shipping companies compete for cargo to maximise the
utilisation and revenue for every cubic metre of cargo
space in a liner ship. Barlow and Fleming (2016) opined
that students are more motivated and excited to learn if
they are engaged in a fun and realistic experience that
challenges them to take control and explore their
understanding through social and collaborative ways.
Effectiveness of Shipping Company Game on
Learning

Through deliberate design in the game, students are
required to interact, discuss issues together and use their
collective knowledge to arrive at agreed decisions and
best ways to win the competition. So, besides learning
about the liner shipping business, students have
opportunities to develop and strengthen their 21st century
(21C) competencies, such as communication,
collaboration, information and critical thinking skills
(Ministry of Education, 2010). The Shipping Company
Game involves both competition and collaboration, and
Plass, O’Keefe, et al. (2013 as cited in Plass et al., 2015)
found that more superior learning outcomes can be
achieved through competitive game mechanics while Ke
and Grabowski (2007 as cited in Plass et al., 2015) found
that collaborative game mechanics created positive
affective outcomes.

Fifty Year 2 ILSCM students participated in the
research in the October 2016 semester. After playing the
Shipping Company Game, they completed a
questionnaire to give feedback on their learning
experience. Students had to indicate their agreement or
disagreement on a four-point Likert scale (strongly agree,
agree, disagree and strongly disagree) for three
dimensions (learning value, visual design and userfriendliness) of the Shipping Company Game in the
questionnaire. For this paper, only the results of the
learning value dimension of the Shipping Company
Game will be discussed (Figure 1).

In the Shipping Company Game, students will play
several rounds; each round lasts between three to eight
minutes and simulates a day in the shipping market.
While the game is in progress, the tutor is present to
facilitate the learning by giving some prompting
questions or answering clarifying questions. However,
as the game progresses, the prompts and guidance are
reduced because after a few rounds, students begin to
gain confidence to strategise and make the appropriate
decisions to achieve the goal, which is to maximise
profit. The opportunity to play the game several rounds
also allows students to strengthen their critical thinking
and decision-making skills as they have to discuss
amongst themselves to make better decisions to compete
for cargo to ship. In fact, after each round, each group
will receive immediate feedback if they had been
successful or unsuccessful in competing for cargo to ship.
The feedback on their strategy and tactics employed in
playing the game is also one element that makes a good
game (Bruder, 2015). This feedback that the group
receives enables them to self-regulate their learning
because it allows them to evaluate the effectiveness of
their strategy and to monitor their goal achievement
(Barab, Warren & Ingram-Goble, 2009 as cited in Plass
et al., 2015; Kim, Park & Baek, 2009 as cited in Plass et
al., 2015).

Figure 1: Learning Value of Shipping Company Game

Learning Value and Motivation
There were four questions in the questionnaire to
assess the learning value of the Shipping Company
Game. The four questions aimed to evaluate the
effectiveness of the Shipping Company Game for
students’ learning, in the areas of interest in learning the
module, ability to gain understanding on the topic,
thinking skill, and relevance and appropriateness of the
activity in the MM module (Table 1).

The results in each round, in terms volume of cargo
secured for transportation and revenue earned, keep the
students motivated and excited as they try to improve for
the subsequent rounds. The motivation element in the
game is aimed at encouraging the students to continue
their relentless efforts so that they can sharpen the
application of their strategies. The design of the Shipping
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Potential of Game-Based Learning for Polytechnic
Students
The results of the survey were positive, in particular
enhancing learning, which was the primary objective of
the Shipping Company Game. While the survey was
limited to only the Shipping Company Game, the results
may be an indication that game-based learning activities
with similar elements, in general, can motivate and
engage the students, and enhance their learning. The
social elements in game-based learning train and develop
students in 21C competencies, which are highly essential
in the 21C workplace. This simple study encourages
further exploration of implementing game-based learning
in the classroom for polytechnic students. However,
Kapralos et al. (2011 as cited in Kim, 2015) cautioned
that while games have many benefits in education, it is
best used as a supplementary tool rather than as a
replacement for traditional teaching.

Table 1: Effectiveness of Shipping Company Game for
Learning
The overall responses to the four questions were
positive. 98% of students who participated in the
Shipping Company Game felt that the game-based
learning activity had enhanced their understanding of the
topic, stretched their thinking and motivated their interest
in the module. These results gave a general indication
that the objectives of the Shipping Company Game stated
above had been met.

Conclusion
The objective of the Shipping Company Game is to
provide an alternative approach to learning domain
knowledge in the MM module so that students can relate
and apply their learning to the real world. The survey
results and feedback from the students showed positive
outcomes of game-based learning on learning motivation
and engagement, and the development of 21st century
competencies, such as communication, collaboration and
critical thinking. Hence it warrants further research.

There was an open-ended question that allowed
students to provide qualitative feedback on their
experience with the Shipping Company Game (Table 2).
Besides stating that it was an interactive and interesting
learning experience, the students also mentioned that the
activity had given them a realistic reflection of the
shipping industry and insights into the liner shipping
business. They also learnt how to work as a team to
strategise the best ways to compete for cargo. The
Shipping Company Game had achieved its learning
outcomes of enabling students to acquire domain
knowledge that they can use to apply to a simulated
business situation. In playing the game, students had the
opportunity to develop their 21C competencies.
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